Sidewinder High Speed Label Verification System

Advantages Over Traditional Rewind Tables

- Production rates exceeding 500 labels per min.
- Proven Mechanical & Electrical design
- Robust High Resolution Image Acquisition
- Image Storage for QA Review
- Production rates exceeding 500 labels per min.
- Optional: 21CFR Part 11 Compliance
- Easy Side Loading of Large Label Reels
- Servo System Eliminates Web Breaks
- Fully Reversible Drive System; Full Tension
- Label Size 7 x 20 inch; with 6 Point Font
- Proven Mechanical & Electrical design

Inspection Examples & Combinations:

The SideWinder Label System is designed to rewind and/or verify printed text and graphics on labels at high production speeds. The SideWinder Base package provides easy to load servo driven air core spindles and offers truly reversible label rewind direction. The SideWinder offers a variety of inspection groups that may be applied in any combination.

The system can inspect text printed with virtually any printing technology and can inspect black or white text on various colored backgrounds. The web width may range from 12.7mm (0.5") to 178mm (7.0"). Maximum individual label length is 508mm (20").

The base package provides the ultimate in label rewind technology that meets the competition in every performance category. The system provides reliable label counts at very high speeds without the risk of web breakage during start-up or end of roll conditions.

The system is truly reversible and maintains tension in either direction. The servo driven air chucks are standard and provide a firm grasp on any core. This base system may be upgraded to any of the other SideWinder product configurations.

SideWinder System Configurations:

**OCV/R** - The Optical Character Verification/Recognition package provides the ability to locate, verify/read up to twenty (20) individual text strings per label.

**ID** - The identification package provides the ability to locate, verify and score up to twenty (20) individual 1D, 2D, DataMatrix, QR Codes, PDF 417.

**PQI** - The Print Quality Inspection (“Golden Template Comparison”) package provides the ability to locate and complete inspections of large quantities of text where a missing ingredient can cause a lawsuit or total product recall.

**LX** - The Deluxe package provides the OCV/OCR, ID, and PQI packages in one software suite. Each label may be inspected for up to ten (10) OCV/OCR, ID, and PQI tools per label at production rates exceeding 500 parts per minute. The max number of tools per group can be defined by customer prior to deployment.